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Abstract—Conserving resources and saving energy has
become an important issue for information and communication technology. With increasing adoption of smartphones
and tablet PCs, reducing energy consumption in mobile
computing is of particular significance. User expectations
towards their mobile devices are rising, and functionality
is increasing. Accordingly, available energy is made a scarce
resource. This paper discusses how software reengineering
techniques, like dynamic analysis and refactoring, can be
applied to the field of energy-aware computing, to monitor,
analyze, and optimize the energy profile of mobile applications and devices.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Energy-efficiency has become an important issue in
information and communication technology. According to
a 2007 report of German research organization Fraunhofer
[1], over ten percent of Germany’s overall electrical energy
consumption of 2007 was generated by the information
and communication technology sector. By 2020, this figure
is prediced to have risen to over 20 percent, which, with
unchanged energy mix, would account for CO2 emissions
exceeding that of the entire German aviation sector [2].
Energy consumption in Mobile Computing poses a
challenge. Due to the rapidly increasing adoption of smart
phones, tablet PCs, and other mobile devices, there is also
an increasing demand for higher battery capacities. The
most direct approach to conserve energy in IT probably
is trying to build more efficient hardware. Lots of work
has already been done in the area of energy efficiency in
IT mostly driven by research in embedded systems and in
wireless sensor networks.
Improving energy efficiency of software systems can
be approached on different levels. A great amount of
research focuses on low-level optimizations (e.g. machine
code level) [3]. Energy efficiency for higher software
layers, in particular for the software application level,
has not been addressed deeply, yet. In this paper, first
ideas on saving energy on the end-user application and
operating system level by applying reengineering services
are presented. Analyzing both code as well as execution
behavior and patterns of applications will show opportunities for optimization. With such information, code
can be restructured to utilize hardware resources more
efficiently, and the operating system is enabled to schedule
application execution complying with their run-time needs
and a possibly system wide energy efficient behavior.
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These activities – analyzing software, then making
improvements to it with the gained information and knowledge – are basically the same as in software reengineering.
Reengineering aims at improving a program’s quality in
terms of maintainability, code quality, or similar goals [4].
This research agenda argues software reengineering tools
and techniques, like static and dynamic program analysis,
and systematic code transformations like refactoring, can
be used to obtain more energy efficient applications.
This paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces
a broad, high-level overview on the state-of-the-art of
energy efficiency in IT and current and related work in
that field. Section III identifies opportunities for further
research. In Section IV a short overview on common and
relevant reengineering services is given. Afterwards, the
previously presented research opportunities are revisited
in Section V, to present exemplary scenarios and ideas
of applying reengineering services to energy efficiency
research. Future steps towards a research agenda on energy efficient applications are sketched in Section VI.
Section VII concludes this paper.
II. E NERGY E FFICIENCY IN IT
The rising importance of environment-friendly and
energy-saving technologies also asks for the contributions
software engineering and software reengineering could
make to improve energy consumption. This paper originates from the results of a research seminar on graduate
level to explore the field of energy-efficient applications
and to identify research opportunities. The results of an
initial literature review is classified along the application
domains and the addressed application level, resulting in
an overview on recent research into energy efficiency in
information technology. For more comprehensive surveys
refer to Roy and Johnson [3], who offer an overview on
low-level optimization techniques, and the survey by Naik
[5], covering energy efficiency in mobile computing.
A. Application Domain
Substantial ongoing research on energy efficiency in
Information technology addresses four important areas:
Embedded Systems. Early research into energy efficiency has been motivated by power dissipation becoming
an issue due to increasingly denser microchip designs [6],
[7]. In many embedded environments this is of special
importance, as sophisticated heat dissipation techniques
might not be an option. Naturally, work in this area focuses
mainly on hardware and low-level software optimizations.
Sensor Networks. Wireless sensor networks have been
another driving force in enhancing energy efficiency (cf.
[8]–[10]). These networks consist of small, autonomous
devices distributed in an area, e.g. for some kind of
environmental monitoring. Each single device has to last

as long as possible on a single battery charge. Much work
concentrates on energy-efficient, wireless data transmission, as the wireless network device is often the biggest
energy consumer [11].
Data Centers. In data centers, power and cooling are
becoming the dominating cost factor [12]. In this domain,
optimizations therefore focus on reducing energy consumption with a fixed quality of service as goal, whereas
in battery-powered devices the challenge is to deliver the
best service possible with a constrained amount of energy.
The recent interest in cloud computing has also spawned
research into more energy-efficient data centers [13], [14].
The OFFIS Institute, associated closely with Carl von
Ossietzky University, has a research group dedicated to
this field (cf. e.g. Schröder et al. [15]).
Mobile Computing. With the recent advent of powerful
smartphones and tablet PCs, mobile computing today
addresses a large, mainstream audience. This sector has
evolved very rapidly in terms of the devices’ featurerichness, while development of energy-conserving techniques has not kept up. Saving energy in mobile computing
will also extend the durability of battery charges, resulting
in longer-dated availability of mobile devices.

Operating Systems. The OS has control over hardware
utilization. Given appropriate information and the required
hardware capabilities, it can put certain components into
sleep mode while they are not needed, or shut them down
entirely. Scheduling may present further opportunities for
energy savings [16]–[18].
Applications. The highest level are user-facing applications. Any energy optimizations on this level are dependent on the capabilities of the underlying hardware and
operating system. On lower levels, application information
cannot be taken into account, motivating the need for
application-level power management [19], [20].

When service degradation is not tolerable, energy can
be saved only by making the system as a whole as efficient
as possible in that regard. Otherwise, one can also consider
trading quality of service against energy consumption.
This requires the system, or parts of it, to be energy-aware,
i.e. being able to make decisions informed by the amount
of energy different strategies would require.
Notably absent from this list is desktop computing.
While there are potentials for energy optimizations, the
requirement of conserving energy is not as pressing as in
mobile computing, where limited battery charge dictates
energy-aware computing. Also, energy-saving measures
applied on the application level will arguably be transferable from the mobile domain to desktop computers.
Whereas challenges regarding energy efficiency in embedded systems, sensor networks, and data centers need
to be addressed at the hardware level, applying software reengineering services to energy efficiency mainly
addresses applications in mobile computing. Thus, only
energy efficiency in mobile computing will be considered
in the following.

As a result of our investigation into the state of the art of
energy-efficient applications, both in industry and current
research, we identify the following topics to be considered
for further research: A. Energy consumption and performance, B. Influencing energy consumption, C. Energyconsuming components, D. Scheduling in mobile computing, E. Application usage analysis for energy-awareness.
The following sections summarize open research questions and domains exhibiting potential to save energy, and
therefore offer research opportunities. As motivated in the
previous section, the main focus is set on the domain of
mobile computing and energy-saving techniques applied at
the application level.
The topics presented here are revisited in Section V,
giving examples of how they can be approached with
software reengineering services.

B. System Level
Another way of classifying past and current research is
by looking at the level of a computer system they address.
Hardware. The most direct approach to energy efficiency optimization is building hardware that consumes
less energy [7], or, put differently, wastes less energy by
enabling better utilization.
Low-level Software. Software running on a given
hardware can be optimized on a machine code level,
e.g. by implementing such optimization into a compiler.
Research on this level has been ongoing longer than on
higher levels [3], [6], and as such has already been more
comprehensively explored.

Software reengineering related consideration of energy
efficiency on system level mainly refers to applications
and their embedding in operating systems. Reengineering
services are explored to analyze applications in two directions: (1) measure and improve the energy consumption
by certain applications and (2) provide information on the
behavior of an application to enable the operating system
to ensure a more energy efficient scheduling of system
processes serving the application.
III. R ESEARCH D IRECTIONS

A. Energy consumption and performance
Performance, in the sense of execution time, is strongly
related to energy consumption. More powerful devices
usually have higher energy demands, e.g. when comparing
a notebook computer with a mobile phone (which is less
powerful, but usually has a considerably higher average
battery life) [21]. Modern processors often provide different power states, allowing to save energy at the cost of
performance [22]. Another option is to completely switch
off components not required by currently running applications. In desktop computers, the standardized Advanced
Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) gives operating
systems control over power management. However, the
operating system cannot make well-informed decisions
to preserve energy if it is unaware of specific needs of
running applications. For this, power management would
have to move to the application level [19], [23].
Conversely, optimizing utilization of a given hardware
platform will often both speed up execution, and lower

energy consumption [3]. This can be achieved, e.g. by
parallelizing instructions each using different processor
parts. Leaving parts of the hardware idle usually wastes
energy. So far, most optimizations have focused on hardware or instruction level optimizations, though the work
done on application-level, e.g. Chung et al. [24], suggests
opportunities for significant energy optimizations exist.
This leads to two research goals: first, empowering
applications to pass on energy-related information to the
operating system for smarter power management. And,
second, identifying opportunities in software for better
hardware utilization.
B. Influencing energy consumption
To improve a system’s energy consumption, opportunities to save energy have to be identified. The previous
section already revealed two such opportunities. Following, we list further areas which have been shown to present
untapped potential for further energy optimizations:
Balasubramanian et al. [25] have developed a protocol
reducing the energy cost associated with 3G, GSM, and
WiFi data transmission, making use of knowledge about
the requirements of the applications requesting data. In
Atasu et al. [26], a technique for automatically designing
instruction-set extensions for reduced energy consumption
is described, utilizing the processors special capabilities
for such adaptation. Amur et al. [27] have presented an
approach to monitor running applications and predict idle
times. This is leveraged by setting the CPU into an energyconserving state while idle. Barr and Asanovic [28] have
shown that wireless transmission of compressed data often
uses more energy than transmitting uncompressed data,
due to the energy cost of compressing and uncompressing.
However, choosing an energy-optimal strategy has to take
context information into account.
Further research should concentrate on exploiting such
optimization potentials on the one hand, and on the other
hand identify more areas where energy can be saved, by
measuring and analyzing systems.
C. Energy-consuming components
A mobile phone can be broken down into several
components, which all require electric energy to operate.
Among them, for example, are transceivers connecting the
phone to cellular networks, displays, cameras, CPUs and
memory. Smartphones usually offer additional connectivity through WiFi, Bluetooth, and GPS, all requiring additional hardware components providing these capabilities.
Applications running on a device utilize these components to a different extent. Some parts of the system may
not be required to be activated at all during certain times,
or could at least be put into an energy-saving state. For
example, monitoring user activity and utilizing locationawareness, user profiles for being at home and at work
could be derived. If an accessible WiFi network was only
available at home, the phone’s WiFi component could be
powered down while at work.
To utilize resources more energy-efficiently, first the
energy consumption of single components has to be es-

tablished, along with the degree of control the operating
system or running applications have over their state. Then,
applications would need to make information available to
power management, regarding required components. Some
recent studies have taken steps in this direction [25], [29].
D. Scheduling in mobile computing
Another potential area for energy optimization is the
operating system’s process scheduling system. Weiser et
al. [16] have presented scheduling techniques trying to
predict idle times to clock down the CPU. This approach
has become a common feature of power management implementations as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling.
With this ability, quality of service of an application
can be degraded in favor of lower energy consumption, by
scaling down the processor and slowing the applications’
execution. Often, though, it is more energy-efficient to
execute a task as fast as possible to stay idle longer [30].
Specifically aimed at the smartphone domain, Calder
and Marina [17] propose scheduling recurrent jobs in
batches to reduce the amount of times the phone has to
be woken up from an energy-saving sleep state.
With additional knowledge about the running applications, their current and future performance requirements,
further optimization can be achieved. An example for
such an approach is described by Yuan and Nahrstedt
[18], whose scheduler optimizes for multimedia-related
processes and as such makes assumptions about their soft
real-time requirements.
E. Application usage analysis for energy-awareness
As discussed in Section III-B, to influence and optimize
energy consumption, knowledge of saving potentials is
required. This leads to the questions of what data can and
should be collected, on which system level. One important
dimension is the energy consumption of different system
components, as described in Section III-B. This can be
used to establish an energy model [25], [29] of the
hardware platform used.
On the application level, information regarding the
components actually needed by running applications is
required, to optimize management of the hardware. It
might also be worthwhile to profile long-term application,
system, or user behavior, to be able to dynamically adapt
power management to emerging usage patterns, and anticipate their occurrence. For example, Harris and Cahill
[31] employed bayesian networks to combine different environment information sources and predict when a desktop
computer could be powered down. Shye et al. [32] have
monitored user activities on a smartphone and used the
information to extract usage scenarios in which display
brightness or CPU frequency could be reduced.
With both information – the current energy-state of the
system, and the usage context (other running applications
and the services they demand) – applications could make
purposeful decisions to conserve energy.
The technical infrastructure to collect information about
a system’s energy consumption is available on many systems: hardware components providing information about

their energy usage, ACPI or similar APIs on the OS-level,
and application-level tools like PowerTOP [33] exist.
IV. S OFTWARE R EENGINEERING S ERVICES
Software reengineering is the modification of an existing software system to improve the system’s quality.
Software reengineering is most often done in the context of the evolution of legacy software systems, e.g. to
improve maintainability, or in preparation of subsequent
migration efforts. The general reengineering process is
summarized in the horseshoe model [34]. It consists of
reverse engineering to extract a higher-level model of the
system under study. On this level, the system is then analyzed and restructured with respect to reengineering goals
and analysis results. Eventually the original abstraction
level is reached by forward engineering, e.g. generating
source code from the improved high-level model.
A number of services are used in software reverse and
reengineering to gain the required knowledge about the
system at hand (program analysis) and make systematic
changes to enhance it in the desired way (restructuring).
A short overview over each area is presented in Sections
IV-A and IV-B, respectively. Following that, the research
directions pointed out in Section III are revisited in Section
V, to illustrate how each topic can be approached from a
software reengineering perspective.
A. Program Analysis
Program analysis can be categorized as either static
or dynamic [35]. Static analysis looks at the structure
and composition of software systems, without taking into
account run-time behavior, i.e. the system’s inputs and
resulting state. Two examples for common static analysis
activities are:
• Code smell detection [36], the identification of patterns known or suspected to be detrimental to software quality (especially maintainability). In the same
way, energy-wasting code patterns can be defined.
This is tightly linked to refactoring (Sec. IV-B).
• Software metrics [37] are used to quantify certain
system properties, e.g. energy indexes based on code
patterns with known energy cost.
Dynamic analysis studies running systems [38]. Activities of dynamic program analysis include:
• Source code instrumentation, used to record execution traces of running applications. Together with
recorded energy consumption, activities corresponding to high energy usage can be identified. Instrumentation can, for example, be achieved with frameworks
supporting aspect-orientation.
• Dynamic metrics, e.g. how often a method is invoked.
Energy optimization can focus on such hot-spots,
representing code parts most often executed.
B. Restructuring
Restructuring a software system is perfective maintenance, i.e. it entails modifications which preserve functionality [4]. The abstraction level is also kept, excluding
forward and reverse engineering steps.

In software reengineering, restructurings are applied to
remove deficiencies from a software system identified by
analysis, improving its quality. In the context of object
orientation, the term refactoring, introduced by Fowler
[36], is sometimes used synonymously with restructuring.
It is, however, associated with Fowler’s catalog of refactorings, a collection of (anti-) patterns and code smells, each
encapsulating commonly found source code constructs,
which are considered bad design.
V. R EENGINEERING TOWARDS E NERGY-E FFICIENT
A PPLICATIONS
Software reengineering aims at improving software
quality. Though usually thought of in software maintenance contexts (improving quality attributes like maintainability), the same techniques are useful to drive software
systems towards energy efficiency. The following sections revisit research directions presented in Sec. III, and
give examples of how software reengineering can be applied to further energy efficiency of (mobile) applications.
A. Energy consumption and performance
Two challenges have been presented concerning energy
consumption and performance: power management on the
application level, and optimizing source code for better
hardware utilization.
Power management is actually present in all areas presented here, as energy optimization is approached mainly
on the application level. The general idea is to use static
and dynamic program analysis to gather information about
applications’ energy needs and expected behavior. More
concrete examples are given in the following sections.
Optimizing source code for better energy efficiency
can be approached with static analysis akin to the detection of code smells. Code patterns which could be
optimized for energy efficiency can be derived from the
target hardware architectures, and some examples have
already been presented in literature: Cattoor et al. [39]
propose restructuring certain loop constructs in a way that
minimizes memory accesses. The approach by Chung et
al. [24] depends on run-time information, to optimize code
for situations which occur very often during its execution.
Such information can be obtained by dynamic analysis.
To identify further patterns of energy-wasting source
code, the energy consumption of a system executing different algorithm alternatives can be measured and analyzed
(this idea is picked up again in Section III-B).
A catalog of energy-inefficient source code patterns
could also be used to derive software metrics to measure
and quantify energy efficiency of code, and classify applications according to such an energy rating.
B. Influencing energy consumption
The following examples for ways to influence energy consumption were given in Section III-B: wireless
data transmissions, utilizing special processor capabilities,
managing and exploiting processor idle times to go into
energy-saving states, and trading off data compression and
decompression costs against data transfer cost.

In general, knowledge about running applications can
help make more accurate assumptions and predictions
regarding the system’s state and dynamics in the imminent
future. For example, Amur et al. [27] predict running
applications’ activation and idle times to avoid scheduling
timing interrupts when the processor is idle and sleeping.
These information could be gathered by monitoring running applications using dynamic analysis services.
Another possible scenario may exploit the fact that,
depending on certain circumstances, it may be either
more energetically efficient to compress and decompress
data, or sending it uncompressed [28]. Refactorings could
be developed to introduce strategy patterns [40] into
source code, allowing an application to dynamically decide
whether to use compression or not. This may be based
on current system state and the required performance or
quality of service.
C. Energy-consuming components
Knowing which usage scenarios and components contribute to total energy consumption is an important prerequisite to systematically optimize for lowest possible
energy consumption. The resulting energy model will
enable applications and the operating system to make
energy-aware decisions.
Gathering this knowledge can be done by attaching
appropriate measurement instruments to a device, and its
components [29]. This is, of course, an invasive procedure,
which is not always possible.
Measurement can also be approached in software [25],
given that both hardware components and the operating system offer appropriate capabilities to attain energy
consumption information. With this approach, an energy
model can be established by an application at run-time.
This can be coupled by dynamic analysis, e.g. recording
execution traces to match usage scenarios to energy usage.
It may also provide enough information to deduce the
energy consumption of single components from the overall
consumption, in case the device does not offer fine-grained
energy-related information.
D. Scheduling in mobile computing
Section III-D illustrated that the CPU scheduler is a
central component to optimize processor utilization for
energy efficiency. To do so, it requires information about
running applications, regarding, e.g. latency criticality or
periodic wake-ups.
Reengineering services can be used to collect these data,
e.g. by monitoring running applications using code instrumentation. The resulting information is further analyzed
for patterns, both of a single application, and between
different applications running at the same time.
Applications with similar activation and idle patterns
can then be scheduled in batches [17]. Another possible
optimization opportunity would be to schedule applications, which largely utilize different parts of the CPU, at
the same time and try to parallelize instructions.
The ability to influence the scheduling of processes
from the application level is, however, limited in most

operating systems. In this regard, the viability of energysaving approaches aimed at scheduling, remains an open
question.
E. Application usage analysis for energy-awareness
Application usage analysis aims at monitoring user activity and exploiting detected usage patterns for energy optimization. This requires combining different reengineering services: code instrumentation can be used to monitor
running applications. This information has to be analyzed
in context: all running applications have to be taken into
account, as optimization efforts may otherwise cancel each
other out. System constraints like battery charge also have
to be considered. Further dynamic analysis has to take all
these information sources, and map application activity,
component usage and energy consumption.
This motivates the need for a central power manager
on application level, ideally based on a standardized,
platform-independent interface providing information relevant to energy optimization. The design of such an
energy abstraction layer is central to the research agenda,
presented in the following section.
VI. R ESEARCH AGENDA
In this section an overview over planned next steps to
conduct future research into energy efficient applications
using software reengineering services is presented.
First, a suitable infrastructure has to be built. This
includes making energy consumption measurable, i.e.
define measuring means to collect energy-related data,
utilizing the capabilities available on different platforms
and operating systems, and encapsulating them under a
unified interface. This interface will also include services
to support the operating system with application-specific
informations to optimize energy consumption of the entire
system. As such, it constitutes an energy abstraction layer
between the operating system, analysis tools, and energyefficient applications.
Also required are the means to analyze applications
and, by extension, user activities. To this end, application
code has to be instrumented, for example using aspectorientation frameworks. With the measurement infrastructure in place, further analyses are required to identify
mappings between energy consumption of the system,
components, running applications, and user behavior. Having made these connections, this data will be analyzed for
patterns to make predictions about system activity, and
optimize accordingly.
Parallel to these activities mainly supported by static
and dynamic analysis services, refactoring for energy
efficiency will be researched. Energy-inefficient code patterns have to be identified, either from previous research
work into this topic, or empirically by measurement and
analysis. Patterns can then be detected in source code like
bad smells through static analysis, and be used to develop
suitable refactorings to replace them with functionally
equivalent, but more energy-efficient alternatives.

While this paper focused on technical aspects, issues
of how to incorporate energy saving techniques into realworld development practices remain as open question. In
particular, the viability of additional development effort
to create more energy efficient applications, both economically and ecologically, has to be considered. Another
interesting concern for further research would be how
refactoring towards energy efficient code affects maintainability.
VII. S UMMARY
This paper gave an overview on current research into
energy efficiency in information and communication technology. Further improvements of providing energy efficiency on an application level were motivated by applying
reengineering services.
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